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Abstract 
 It is desirable that a power system operation is in a normal operating condition. However, the 
increase of load demand in a power system has forced the system to operate near to its stability limit 
whereby an increase in load poses a threat to the power system security. In solving this issue, optimal 
reactive power support via SVC allocation in a power system has been proposed. In this paper, Symbiotic 
Organisms Search (SOS) algorithm is implemented to solve for optimal allocation of SVC in the power 
system. IEEE 26 Bus Reliability Test System is used as the test system. Comparative studies are also 
conducted concerning Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Evolutionary Programming (EP) techniques 
based on several case studies. Based on the result, SOS has proven its superiority by producing higher 
quality solutions compared to PSO and EP. The results of this study can benefit the power system 
operators in planning for optimal power system operations. 
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1. Introduction 
A healthy and stable condition is a must in power system operation. Therefore, it is an 
important responsibility of the power system operators to keep the power system operating 
within its normal condition. However, the increase in load demand has forced the power system 
to operate at a stressed condition, which eventually threatened the power system stability. 
Moreover, the increase in load demand can cause voltage reduction which links to the voltage 
collapse occurrence [1]. In order to solve this problem, the reactive power support 
compensation scheme can be employed to prevent voltage collapse condition. Installation of 
capacitor bank can be implemented for reactive power support compensation scheme due to its 
capability to inject capacitive reactive power into a power system network. However, capacitor 
bank was designed to be operated in steps. Hence, fine control of reactive power injected to a 
power system is impossible. In power system, the excess capacitive reactive power caused the 
voltage increase which leads to the occurrence of the over-voltage condition. Unfortunately, 
capacitor bank was unable to draw the excess capacitive reactive power from the system. 
Therefore, to alleviate this problem, SVC is employed for a finer and more flexible reactive 
power support device. In addition to that, it can be categorised as a shunt-connected FACTS 
device which is made up of Thyristor Controlled Reactor and shunt Fixed Capacitor. 
Currently, meta-heuristic techniques have been implemented widely to determine the 
optimal allocation of SVC for solving various power system problems. In relation to that, 
Khandani et. al. implemented hybrid Genetic Algorithm and Sequential Quadratic Programming 
(GA-SQP) for optimal power flow solution and voltage profile improvement in the power  
system [2]. The purpose of the hybridisation is to overcome the weaknesses of both algorithms. 
Similarly, Nguyen et. al. conducted a study on optimal placement and sizing of SVC to improve 
voltage profile of IEEE 9-bus system, IEEE 30-bus system and IEEE 57-bus system [3].  
The study has revealed that Cuckoo Search Algorithm has performed better compared to 
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Improved Harmony Search (IHS) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm. Also, the 
optimal SVC location and sizing have shown that it can improve the voltage profile of the power 
system as mentioned in [4-6] by using GA and PSO respectively.  
Likewise, an attempt to improve the voltage profile of IEEE 30-bus RTS using Cultural 
Algorithm has been conducted by Bhattacharya et. al. [7]. On whole, several other optimisation 
techniques used to solve optimal SVC allocation problem are Flower Pollination Algorithm [8], 
Non-Dominated Sorting Particle Swarm Optimization [9], Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic 
Algorithm II (NSGA-II) [10], Kinetic Gas Molecule Optimization (KGMO) [11], Modified Artificial 
Immune Network [12], Hybrid Differential Evolution [13] and Self-Adaptive Firefly Algorithm [14]. 
Although existing optimisation algorithms are capable of solving the optimal SVC allocation 
problem, several optimisation algorithms unable to provide a good post-optimisation results due 
to their limitations. Several algorithms have reported to be very sensitive to the starting condition 
which can cause the solution to be trapped in local minima as mentioned in [2, 15]. A study 
conducted by Selvarasu et. al. revealed that optimality of results produced by Firefly Algorithm 
(FA) is dependent on its parameter choice [16]. In addition, GA has been widely implemented 
due to its easy implementation and capability to produce high-quality solutions. However, it is 
known to suffer premature convergence as well as deterioration of solution quality of large-scale 
optimisation problem [17, 18]. 
Therefore, to overcome the drawbacks imposed by these algorithms, this paper 
proposes the implementation of Symbiotic Organisms Search (SOS) algorithm to solve for 
optimal SVC allocation problem. Initially, SOS has been developed by Cheng and  
Prayogo in [19]. On the positive side, SOS is independent of parameters and has been adopted 
to solve various problems such as optimal FACTS device allocation for optimal power flow [20], 
economic dispatch [21], and structural design optimisation [22] as well as scheduling task  
problem [23]. Previously, initial research has been conducted to improve the voltage profile of 
IEEE 26-bus Reliability Test System (RTS) using SOS in [1] to determine only the optimal 
location of SVC. This paper presents the implementation of SOS algorithm to solve optimal SVC 
allocation problem by determining the optimal size of SVC as well as its location to improve the 
voltage security of IEEE 26-bus RTS via improvement in voltage profile and voltage stability 
index of the system. Comparative studies are conducted with respect to PSO and Evolutionary 
Programming (EP) algorithm which revealed the superiority of SOS over PSO and EP in solving 
for the optimal SVC allocation problem. 
 
 
2.    Research Method 
2.1. Problem Formulation 
In this paper, there are 2 objectives to be optimised simultaneously using the proposed 
optimisation technique. The first objective is to improve the voltage profile of the power system. 
In this paper, the voltage profile of the power system is indicated by total Voltage Deviation 
Index (VDI) value which is adapted from [24]. Hence, the first fitness function is the minimisation 
of the total VDI, f1 and can be expressed as in (1): 
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where Vi is the voltage magnitude of ith bus of the test system and Vref,i is the reference voltage 
magnitude of ith bus of the test system. Nbus is defined to be the total number of buses of the test 
system. The second objective is to improve the voltage stability of the power system by using 
the pre-developed voltage stability index known as the Fast Voltage Stability Index (FVSI) [25]. 
Therefore, the second fitness function is to minimise the highest FVSI value in the test system 
and can be mathematically expressed as in (2): 
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where Vs is the sending end voltage and Qr is the receiving end reactive power. X and Z are 
defined to be the reactance and the magnitude of line impedance respectively. 
In solving the multi-objective optimisation problem, both optimisation objectives are 
combined using the weighted-sum method. The weighted fitness value of the multi-objective 
optimisation problem can be expressed in (3) as: 
 
1 1 2 2f w f w f   (3) 
 
where w1 and w2 are the weighing coefficients for the first and second fitness value respectively. 
Therefore, the main objective of the optimisation algorithm is to minimise the weighted fitness 
value. Hence, the objective function can be expressed as: 
 
 . .OF minimise f  (4) 
 
SVC is a device which is capable of injecting or absorbing reactive power. Various 
researchers have implemented different modelling approach. In this paper, SVC is modelled as 
an ideal reactive power injection since the power system is assumed to be in steady state 
condition. Reactive power injected by SVC is bounded in the range of its minimum and 
maximum power and it can be expressed as: 
 
min max
SVC SVC SVCQ Q Q   (5) 
 
where QSVCmin and QSVCmax is the minimum limit and maximum limit of SVC size respectively. 
Optimal location of SVC installation can help to improve voltage security of a power system. 
Therefore, it is proposed that the SVC is installed at the load bus since generator and swing 
buses have a generation unit which can produce reactive power. The constraint for SVC 
location, Locsvc can be expressed as: 
 
1 svc lbLoc N   (6) 
 
where Nlb is the number of load buses in the test system. 
 
2.2. Symbiotic Organisms Search for Optimal SVC Allocation 
Authors in [19] have proposed a new optimisation algorithm known as Symbiotic 
Organisms Search (SOS). The algorithm was inspired by the interaction of organisms in a 
symbiotic relationship which lives together in an ecosystem. The explanation on the algorithm is 
given as follows: 
Step 1:  Initialization. Consider an ecosystem is made up of N organisms where each organism 
is made up of k sets of SVC size and its location. The SVC sizing and location are 
generated randomly according to (5) and (6) respectively. The fitness value of the 
organisms is then evaluated and organism with the best fitness value will be initialized 
as the best organism. Organism counter i was also initialized. 
Step 2:  Mutualism. An organism is randomly chosen from the ecosystem as the jth organism 
where ith organism and the jth organism is a different organism. This condition is 
expressed as in (7). Then, both organisms engage in a mutualistic relationship to 
produce 2 new organisms. Then, the fitness value of the new organisms will be 
compared with the older ones. Organisms with a better fitness value will be included in 
the ecosystem while the other organisms are eliminated. The mathematical expression 
of this relationship can be expressed as: 
 
i jX X  (7) 
 
   , 0,1 1i new i bestX X rand X MV BF      (8) 
 
   , 0,1 2j new j bestX X rand X MV BF      (9) 
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where Xi and Xj are ith and jth organisms chosen from the ecosystem. Xi,new and Xj,new are 
the new organisms produced from the mutualism phase respectively. A random number 
ranged from 0 to 1 is noted by rand(0,1) while Xbest and MV are defined as the best 
organism identified from best organism identification phase and the mutual vector of the 
organisms respectively. BF1 and BF2 is the benefit factor of the organisms and it is 
chosen randomly either 1 or 2. 
Step 3:  Commensalism. An organism is randomly chosen from the ecosystem as the jth 
organism where the ith organism and the jth organism is a different organism. This 
condition is expressed as in (7). Then, the chosen algorithm will engage themselves in 
commensal relationship. A new organism is produced from the relationship and its 
fitness value is then evaluated. The organism with a better fitness value will retain itself 
in the ecosystem while the other organism will be eliminated. This relationship can be 
expressed as: 
 
   , 1,1i new i best jX X rand X X      (11) 
 
where Xi and Xj are ith and jth organisms chosen from the ecosystem. Xi,new is the new 
organism produced from the commensalism phase respectively. Xbest is the best 
organism identified from best organism identification phase and rand(-1,1) is a random 
number ranged from -1 to 1. 
Step 4:  Parasitism. An organism is randomly chosen from the ecosystem as the jth organism 
where the ith organism and the jth organism is a different organism. This condition is 
expressed as in (7). A parasite is then produced by duplicating Xi while Xj serves as the 
host. Then, the random dimension of the parasite is then modified, and its fitness value 
is evaluated. In the case of the parasite having a better fitness value compared to the 
host, then the parasite will replace the host in the ecosystem. Otherwise, the host 
retains itself in the ecosystem and the parasite is eliminated 
Step 5:  Best organism identification. In this phase, the organism with the best fitness value will 
be defined to be the new best organism. Then, the fitness value of new and old best 
organism is compared and the organism with a better fitness value will be assigned as 
the best organism. 
Step 6:  Convergence test. In this stage, the organism counter is observed. If the organism 
counter has not reached the total number of organisms, then the counter is updated, 
and the process is continued at step 2. Otherwise, the iteration counter is checked. If 
the optimisation process has reached its maximum iteration number, then the 
optimisation process is halted. Else, the iteration counter is updated, and process is 
continued at step 2. 
 
 
3. Results and Analysis 
SOS algorithm has been implemented to solve for the optimal SVC allocation problem. 
The optimisation algorithm aims to improve the voltage security of IEEE 26-bus RTS. Figure 1 
illustrates single-line diagram of IEEE 26-bus RTS. The parameter of the proposed optimisation 
algorithm is given as: 
Number of organisms, N : 20 
Maximum number of iteration : 200 
Number of SVC to be installed : 3 
Weighing coefficient for first fitness value, w1 : 0.5 
Weighing coefficient for second fitness value, w2 : 0.5 
There are 3 case studies conducted in the optimisation process. Each case study 
represents the different operating condition of the test system. The case studies are: 
Case 1 : Base case condition 
Case 2 : Generation unit removal condition 
Case 3 : Transmission line outage condition 
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The same optimisation problem was solved by using PSO and EP for comparative 
study among the optimisation techniques. The performance of the optimisation algorithm is 
assessed through the fitness value yielded by the optimisation algorithm. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Single-line diagram of IEEE 26-bus RTS 
 
 
3.1. Base Case Condition 
During the base case condition, the operating condition of the test system is maintained 
at its initial state. SOS is applied to the system for solving optimal SVC allocation problem.  
The optimisation process is executed 20 times to observe the variation of results produced by 
the algorithm. Under the same condition, the process was repeated using PSO and EP. Table 1 
tabulates the results of optimisation techniques solving optimal SVC allocation for voltage 
security improvement problem. 
From the results, it can be observed that SOS algorithm is capable of solving the 
optimisation problem by producing lower post-optimised fitness value compared to  
pre-optimised fitness value. Comparatively, the post optimisation results produce by SOS is 
better than the one produced by PSO and EP. While SOS provides the worst VDI value, it also 
recorded the best value of worst FVSI which indicates the best improvement on the voltage 
stability index in the system. In addition, SOS has managed to yield better results compared to 
PSO and EP in terms of worst post-optimised fitness value. During this condition, SOS has 
managed to produce the best voltage deviation index and worst FVSI values. From all the 
optimisation attempts conducted in this study, SOS has managed to produce the best average 
fitness value compared to PSO, with PSO is performing better than EP. 
 
 
Table 1. Optimisation Results during Base Case Condition 
Parameter Technique Total VDI 
Worst 
FVSI 
Fitness 
value 
Pre-optimised - 0.00483 0.35376 0.17929 
Best post-optimised 
SOS 0.00497 0.33836 0.17167 
PSO 0.00162 0.34324 0.17243 
EP 0.00292 0.34294 0.17293 
Worst post-optimised 
SOS 0.00179 0.34327 0.17253 
PSO 0.00187 0.34409 0.17298 
EP 0.00390 0.34710 0.17550 
Average post-optimised 
SOS - - 0.17228 
PSO - - 0.17260 
EP - - 0.17397 
 
 
3.2. Generation Unit Removal Condition 
 In this case study, a generation unit at bus 5 is removed from the test system 
operation. This case study is conducted to simulate the contingency condition where a 
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generation unit is shut down. Removing a generation unit causes the reduction in the reactive 
power generation capability. The optimisation process is conducted for 20 times using SOS, 
PSO and EP while observing the variation of results produced. Table 2 tabulates the results of 
optimal SVC allocation for voltage security improvement using SOS, PSO and EP. Table 2 
shows the results obtained by solving optimal SVC allocation problem using the proposed 
algorithms. From the results, it can be seen that the optimisation algorithms used in this paper 
have managed to solve the allocation problem. It is recognisable that SOS has performed better 
compared to PSO and EP by producing the lowest fitness value, voltage deviation index value 
as well as the worst FVSI value. This result implies that SOS algorithm has managed to 
determine the best SVC allocation solution which results in a good improvement on the voltage 
security of the system. In average, it is found that SOS has managed to produce a good result 
compared to PSO and EP regarding fitness value. 
 
 
Table 2. Optimisation Results during Generation Unit Removal Condition 
Parameter Technique Total VDI 
Worst 
FVSI 
Fitness 
value 
Pre-optimised - 0.01783 0.35589 0.18686 
Best post-optimised 
SOS 0.00192 0.34289 0.17241 
PSO 0.00221 0.34283 0.17252 
EP 0.00663 0.34466 0.17565 
Worst post-optimised 
SOS 0.00252 0.34287 0.17269 
PSO 0.00260 0.34350 0.17305 
EP 0.00492 0.35233 0.17862 
Average post-optimised 
SOS - - 0.17254 
PSO - - 0.17286 
EP - - 0.17733 
 
 
3.3. Transmission Line Outage Condition 
 In this case study, a transmission line which connecting bus 13 to bus 15 of IEEE  
26-bus RTS is removed from the test system operation. This case study is conducted to 
simulate the contingency condition of a transmission line being offline possibly due to fault or 
maintenance. Removal of transmission line in a power system can cause changes in power flow 
which then affects the power system stability. A total of 20 optimisation attempts has been 
conducted with respect to SOS, PSO and EP algorithm to solve for optimal SVC allocation 
problem. Table 3 tabulates the result of solving optimal SVC allocation for voltage security 
improvement using SOS, PSO and EP techniques. From the results obtained in Table 3, it can 
be observed that SOS, PSO and EP algorithm has managed to solve the optimal SVC allocation 
problem by producing lower post-optimised fitness value compared to pre-optimised fitness 
value. SOS has managed to produce results with the lowest best post-optimised fitness value 
and the lowest worst FVSI value although it clocked up the highest value of voltage deviation 
index. Although EP has manageto produce a solution which would yield a good voltage profile, it 
also witnesses only small improvement in voltage stability compared to results produced by 
SOS and PSO. On the other hand, SOS has managed to produce the best fitness value, voltage 
deviation index and worst FVSI value on its worst attempt. Although the results produced by 
SOS showed only a slight improvement on the voltage stability, however, it produces a better 
voltage profile compared to other algorithms used in this study. In average, the results produced 
by SOS are superior compared to PSO and EP in solving for optimal SVC allocation problem. 
 
 
Table 3. Optimisation Results during Transmission Line Outage Condition 
Parameter Technique Total VDI Worst FVSI Fitness value 
Pre-optimised - 0.00574 0.35860 0.18217 
Best post-optimised 
SOS 0.00923 0.33324 0.17124 
PSO 0.00554 0.33891 0.17223 
EP 0.00319 0.34350 0.17335 
Worst post-optimised 
SOS 0.00246 0.34317 0.17281 
PSO 0.00279 0.34346 0.17313 
EP 0.00347 0.34983 0.17665 
Average post-optimised 
SOS - - 0.17190 
PSO - - 0.17280 
EP - - 0.17429 
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4. Conclusion 
This paper presents the implementation of Symbiotic Organisms Search (SOS) for 
solving optimal SVC allocation for voltage security improvement. To gain improvement in 
voltage profile and voltage stability of a power system, installation of SVC in the system should 
be at its optimum. From the case studies conducted in this research, it can be concluded that 
the proposed optimisation algorithm is capable of solving the optimal SVC allocation problem to 
improve voltage security of IEEE 26-bus RTS. From the results obtained, it can be observed 
that voltage profile of the system has been improved via the reduction of voltage deviation index 
and the voltage stability was also improved when the worst FVSI value in the system has been 
reduced. Comparative studies conducted among SOS, PSO and EP algorithms revealed that 
SOS had proven its superiority over PSO and EP by yielding the best fitness value which 
implies a better performance in solving the optimal SVC allocation problem. 
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